Antal erhållna enkätsvar:

I don't know how to comment on that
Record the lectures too it had improve it a loot
Most of it I already knew but I learned one or two things
It was relevant to the themes and informative
who works as a envionmental consult or who works with forensic science (from NFC maybe)
It was relevant to the themes and very informative
On theme 2 the labs were really good and thoungt out, everything we needed was in reach. On theme 1 we had to go to other labs to find what we needed which didn't really feel safe from a corona or lab safety perspective. The labs
belated sometimes

The questions differed quite a lot from the ones on the other exams which surprised me. Because of my ADHD I have some problems during exams that most people don't. However, because of the support I got during the exam such
Rather clear questions, plenty of time which was very good. Though it was bad that there were several questions on parts that had not at all been emphasized but only briefly mentioned during the course.
It was an okay tenta had been good to have all the questions in nummerordning instead of starting over at 1 at each new section
exams imo.

Very engaging lecture by Wolfgang Schröder
I am not sure that I learnt anything. The last two lectures were okay but not very interesting. I would have preferred to write a summary with the first group and then to read the other groups summaries at Friday instead. That way it
I think just because the exam date was moved it messed up the week schedule for this section. I enjoyed the lecturer a lot he was funny and interesting. I don't feel like I really gained anything from this section.
The section kept quite a fast tempo, which is understandable though.

En väldigt bra och inspirerande föreläsning! Seminariet kändes tyvärr mindre givande, att det var på zoom är absolut bidragande till det. Det var också lite oklart vad tanken vara att vi skulle göra dagen innan seminariet.
The information was very clear, which was good
at a short amount of time and not so much written in the powerpoints. This made it a little harder to follow the lectures. So next year I would suggest more text, maybe even some texts that are optional to read before the lectures if
This was my favorite theme and it was really interesting and fun to have a spin class included.
different in an academic space. I also really enjoyed the content of the course, it was interesting. It was also great to have real world research integrated into the course.

Course assistants managed to help us, though sometimes it was not easy to catch them for questions. This might happen if two assistants are at one laboratory at the same time. It may be nice if assistants kind of take one or two lab

1. How would you assess the quality of the course as a whole?
2. How would you assess the Science theory section?
3. How would you assess Theme II
4. How would you assess Theme I
5. How would you assess the Written examination
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How would you assess the relevance and quality of the lectures and exercises?
How would you assess the lectures?
How would you assess the exercises?
How would you assess the labs?
How would you assess the exam?

1 - Very bad
2 - Bad
3 - Average
4 - Good
5 - Very good
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